
Total (100 possible points)  _________________ 

_____________________________ 

Judge’s Signature 

FACTORS EVALUATED COMMENTS 
POINTS 

4-20 

CONTENT/TECHNIQUE 
(a) Is the subject matter appealing? 
(b) Is the composition pleasing, well-balanced? 
(c) Is there a center of interest/focus? 
(d) Were special lighting, filter, special effects, 

or other techniques/tools used? 

  

ORIGINALITY 
(a) Does the composition show original design, 

creativity, imagination, and good planning? 
(b) Does the project display the individuality of 

the artist? 
(c) Does the photo show original thought, an-

gle, composition, etc.? 

  

DETAILS 
(a) Focus:  Is the center of interest sharp?  Is 

the background muted, blurred, or made 
not to distract? 

(b) Contrast:  Is there a pleasing contrast of 
light and dark areas? 

(c) Did the student have input in the develop-
ment and exposure of photo?   

(d) Do experimental techniques work well? 

  

APPEARANCE 
(a) Is the piece properly exposed? 
(b) Is there sufficient and appropriate lighting? 
(c) Is the photo enlarged to an appropriate size 

to enhance the image justly? 
(d) Does the photo command attention? 
(e) Are digital photos printed properly? 
(f) Does the framing enhance the photo? 

  

DIFFICULTY 
(a) Does the project display a knowledge and 

experience with tools and techniques? 
(b) Does the project display appropriate difficul-

ty for the age of the student? 

  

Art 
Check one of three categories 

 Still Life    Landscape/Architecture   People and  Animals 
Name           School       

City           Age Group — Circle one:  JH       SH 

Type of Camera Used_____________________     Type of Film Used_________________________ 

Check which one is attached to your photo:   Film/Negative        CD        Memory Stick/Card 

©  2021 GSACS 

Points Total 
91-100.....……...1 Rating 
81-90..…..….….2 Rating 
71-80..….……...3 Rating 

Point Scale 
17-20...….....Excellent, Superior 
13-16…...….Good, Above Average 
  9-12......…..Fair, Average 
   4-8…..……Poor 

My Artist’s Idea Statement is attached. 

 
_______________ 
Student’s  Initials 
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